Brand New Glasgow Tyres Website Launches to Help Shopper
Save Money
I brand new website for Glasgow has launched to help people online make the best
savings on their car, motorcyle and van tyres in the Glasgow (UK) area.
May 24, 2010 (FPRC) -- A brand new car, van and motorcycle tyre website has been launched
offering detailed and useful information helping people to find the best tyre deals in Glasgow and its
surrounding suburbs.
Working in partnership with a number of key tyres suppliers in Glasgow tyresglasgow.org.uk makes
finding tyres simple, easy and quick.
The website can be used to find a tyre supplier and fitter within a specific area in Glasgow, or you
can choose to search by brand too. The website takes out the hassle finding a trusted tyre supplier
and makes sure you get a great deal on your next set of tyres.
The website also offers practical advice on tyre safety, tyre tread, gauge and whole manner of myth
busting information about tyres.
The website has only been live for a few weeks but has aloread helped many people save money
on their tyres.
Phase two of the website, which will be going live in the next few weeks, is an integrated supplier
and fitter review system where you can read reviews left by other users about about each tyre
supplier in Glasgow.
About
Tyresglasgow.org.uk is part of the Peazyshop UK money saving group of websites. Initially launched
in 2004 the brand has grown to now include over 20 money saving websites for a UK audience. If
you would like to work with this popular chain of sites please use the contact form on the
tyresglasgow.org.uk website.
Contact Information
For more information contact Ross Fraser of Tyres Glasgow (http://tyresglasgow.org.uk/)
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